
Lesson 1

Year 8: Choreography for Live 
Performance



Learning Objectives

•I will be able to create a movement-based 
routine using a random selection of numbers 

•I will understand how to create a successful 
performance piece 

•I will understand how to use a range of 
actions to create an interesting piece of 
performance



Starter Activity- Recap 

Can you remember the following definitions for the 
technical skills used in dance?

Action 

Space 

Dynamics



Starter Activity- Recap 
Can you remember the following definitions for the technical skills used 
in dance?

Action – What a dancer does (jump, roll, step)

Space – Where a dancer moves (left, right, up 
or down, directions)

Dynamics – How the dancer moves (quickly, 
slowly, smoothly)



Artificial Things- Stopgap 

Helpful Link:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OytCgVbySrA

Watch the video and answer the questions in your booklet

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OytCgVbySrA


Practical Task: Phone Dance

Todays task involves creating your own dance from a phone number. 

Step One- Write down an eight digit phone number. This phone number can be a fake 
phone number and it would be best if the numbers were as random as possible! 

Example: 1 3 5 7 9 8 6 4 

Remember to choose numbers between 1 to 9

Step Two- Write down numbers 1 to 9 like the example below:

1 - 4 – 7 -

2 - 5 - 8 -

3 - 6 -

Step Three- Write down an action next to each number, this is your movement key. 
Example:

1 - Jump 4- Turn right 7- Kick

2 – Step left 5- Slide forward 8- Drop down 

3 – Roll on the floor 6- Arm gesture



Practical Task: Phone Dance

Todays task involves creating your own dance from a phone number. 

Step Four – Using the key you have now created, use your movement key to write down actions 
next to your first eight numbers.

Example: First Eight Numbers: 1 3 5 7 9 8 6 4 

Movement Key:

1 - Jump 4- Turn right 7- Kick

2 – Step left 5- Slide forward 8- Drop down 

3 – Roll on the floor 6- Arm gesture 9- Step right

First Eight Numbers and the Movement: 

1- Jump3- Roll on the floor 5- Slide forward 7- Kick      9- Step Right 8- Drop down

6- Arm gesture 4- Turn right

This is now your routine! Have a go at trying out your routine! 



Performance Review

Provide feedback for your performance (self-review) referring to 
the specific success criteria in your booklet.

Progress made (what did you do well?): For example- I used a 
variety of different actions. I used a variety of levels and lots of 
space.

Progress further (what could you do to improve)? For example- I 
struggled to a variety of levels. I did not change my dynamics. 



You have reached the end of 
todays Blended Learning Tasks

Well Done!


